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THE
POWER
OF IMAGES
CAN BE SEEN
EVERY DAY
IN ITS IMPACT 
ON NEWS 
JUDGMENT



Readers’ eyes first seek 
navigational aids (story lists and 
teasers)

Readers’ eyes spend more time 
on photos than text

Readers retain more from items 
that include graphics/photos

The hungry eye
ONLINE



The hungry eye
PRINT

Readers enter print pages 
through photos

Only 25% of text  is looked at



Ethical photos ‘Open the Freezer’
A photo credit declares who is accountable for the 
integrity of the image. The caption provides detail 
that can be crosschecked and provides the context 
that makes a depiction “faithful” to the truth.



How can you tell?
Again with the language and labeling!

Check photo credits

Check photo captions

Note: “file photo” (how old is it?)

PHOTO ENHANCEMENT”

DIGITAL PHOTO MANIPULATION

COMPOSITE PHOTO

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION



CreditCaption



How can you be sure?

Two simple tools – Tin Eye and Google Images –
can at least tell you who else is using the same image



HOW ARE 
THESE TWOTHESE TWO
DIFFERENT?

BOTH ARE 
POSED BUTPOSED, BUT 
ONLY ONE IS 
DECEIVING THEDECEIVING THE 
READER



After this lecture, you should be able to:

1. Explain how photos and recorded sound serve as 
powerful verification of journalistic truth, aiding the 
news consumer’s search for reliable information.

2. Explain how the same photos and recorded sound can 
trigger strong emotional responses without adding to 
your understanding.

3. Use journalistic methods and questions to test the 
reliability of photos and recorded sound.

4. Explain the burden social media creators and 
participants bear when they use these powerful tools.



Fairness, balance and bias

Whose truth do you trust?



Three questions today

How do we know if a news report is fair?

How do we know if a news outlet is biased?

What’s the difference between news media 
bias and audience bias?



What is

FAIRNESS?









Fair language

“Right-to-Life” vs. “Anti-Abortion”

“Ruthless” vs. “Tough”

“Admitted” vs. “Said”

“Gay marriage” vs. “Marriage equality”

“Pro-Choice” vs. “Abortion rights advocate”







Should Holocaust deniers get equal time?

Can providing balance be unfair?







How to spot bias
Look for evidence of a pattern of 
unfairness over time
Compare a variety of news outlets,  
especially when searching for bias
by omission
Take note of the self-interest of those 
alleging bias



Media bias?
Audience bias?

Who do you trust? 
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SELECTIVE DISTORTION AND RETENTION

Coping with
cognitive dissonance



Coping with
cognitive dissonance

SOURCE AMNESIA



Coping with
cognitive dissonance

CONFIRMATION BIAS



KEY LESSONS ON BIAS



KEY LESSONS ON BIAS

Beware of  confirmation bias, our tendency to believe , y
information that conforms with what we have heard and 
believe, and cognitive dissonance, which leads us to 
disbelieve information that does not. 

Together, they produce audience bias and the tendency 
of  news consumers to seek out news outlets that confirm 
th i  b li f  d i itheir beliefs and opinions.





A journalist’s first obligation is to the 

But it isn’t as easy as you think.



Three BIG questions today

What is TRUTH?

How does VERIFICATION work?

Why does it sometimes FAIL?



truth
is what really happened, 

or the way the world really is. 

THE PROCESS OF SUPPORTING
ASSERTIONS WITH EVIDENCE IS 

verification

DEFINING TERMS
WITH PRECISION



Like scientists, journalists strive for a pragmatic truth 
that helps explain the world

and  helps you function day to day

Journalism and science



“…the best obtainable 
version of the truth.”

Bob Woodward
and Carl Bernstein at 
Stony Brook University
on Oct. 16, 2014



Today’s evidence may be trumped
by tomorrow’s discoveries

Journalistic truth is 
provisional



A statement of 

probability 

proportional to 

the evidence.

It changes as the evidence changes. 



THEY SHARE AN ETHIC OF PEER REVIEW

Journalism and science



Journalists and scientists do not believe
in absolute truth. 

What we call “truth” changes 
as evidence accumulates.

THEY SHARE A PRAGMATIC VIEW

Journalism and science









direct



indirect











Always ask: 
Did the reporter
open the freezer?

Journalist as eyewitness:



What if You Demand Verification?

Code of Ethics
Society of News-Literate Citizens
1. Ask: Did the reporter open 

the freezer?
2. Truth is provisional, so 

follow the story

SOCIETY OF 
NEWS-LITERATE 
CITIZENS



After this lecture, you should be able to:

1. Define provisional truth and explain the burden on the news 
consumer that results from truth’s provisional nature.

2. Explain the process by which journalists verify facts and 
compare/contrast it with other truth-seeking enterprises such 
as science and justice.

3. Explain how the journalistic verification process breaks down.

4. Use specific events and examples  to illustrate  the types of 
evidence news consumers should insist upon, summarized in 
the phrase “Open the Freezer.”

These skills relate to course outcomes 1 & 4



Skillfully evaluating
the reliability
of the people
we call “sources”

SAYS
WHO?



These are outlets



A student locked down 
inside a classroom told CNN 
by phone that the shooting 
began in the cafeteria.

Officer Kenneth Healey and three
on-duty colleagues were 
posing for a picture when a 
hatchet-wielding man charged at 
them "unprovoked," according to 
Police Commissioner Bill Bratton.

"The statement of me 
dating a sex offender 
is totally untrue," 
family matriarch 
“Mama June" 
Shannon said.

These are sources
“We have to 
rethink how 
we address 
infection 
control,” 
CDC Director 
Tom Frieden
said Monday. 



Evaluating sources Is all about

critical thinking



Who is this source?

How would this person know about this?

Is anyone else telling the same story?

Is this person providing evidence or  just 
making assertions? 

Does this source have a dog in the fight?

(Don’t copy these. Wait for the mnemonic device)

Common sense source evaluation



I-M-V-A-I-N
A SYSTEM FOR EVALUATING THE RELIABILITY OF SOURCES

Named sources are better than unnamed sources

Authoritative/Informed sources  are better than uninformed sources

Independent sources are better than self-interested sources

Sources who Verify with evidence are better than sources who assert

Multiple sources are better than single sources



Judging the reliability of sources

Independent sources

are better than self-interested sources

(Does this source have anything to gain by 
withholding information or making misleading 

statements? If there is a conflict, the most
reliable sources have no stake in the outcome.

Independent experts, for example, are less
likely to mislead us than partisans.)



Judging the reliability of sources

Multiple sources
are better than single sources
(Information coming from multiple sources

is usually more reliable than something
just one person is saying.)



Sources who Verify
with evidence are better than

sources who assert

(Sources who back up what they say with facts
are more valuable than 

ones who make unverifiable accusations
or offer opinions, inferences or 

hunches without corroboration.)

Judging the reliability of sources



Athoritative / Informed
sources are better than
uninformed sources

(Sources who know what they’re talking about
are always more valuable
than sources who don’t 

have the credentials
or information to speak knowledgeably

about a subject.)

Judging the reliability of sources



Named sources
are better than

unnamed sources

(Sources who are fully identified
and speak on the record

are accountable for what they say.
The chief problem with anonymous source is

how little readers have to go on
as they try to assess reliability.)

Judging the reliability of sources



TRANSPARENCY

CHARACTERIZATION

CORROBORATION

Evaluating anonymous sources



The News Literacy
source evaluation rubric in exams 

The “explain” box is where you reflect
nuances when the choice isn’t clear cut.

•
•

•
•
•

Moore’s comments are a mix of unverifiable assertions and solid facts.



After this lecture, you should be able to …

1. Articulate the difference between a news outlet and a 
news source.

2. Use the IMVAIN criteria  to evaluate sources in news 
stories.

3. Justify reasons for differential ratings of sources’ 
credibility based on IMVAIN analysis.

4. Use specific examples  to illustrate the difference 
between a source who asserts and one who provides 
verifiable evidence.

5. Use a three-part test to judge the reliability of anonymous 
sources.



Deconstruction

Using News Literacy concepts  to analyze the components 
of a news report to dispassionately judge its reliability.



Deconstructing to judge reliability
Step 1
Summarize the main points, comparing headline to the story

Step 2
Did the reporter open the freezer? Is the evidence direct or indirect?

Step 3
Evaluate the sources using IMVAIN

Step 4
Does the reporter make his/her work transparent?

Step 5
Does the reporter place the facts, the story, in context?

Step 6
Are the key questions answered?  (Who-What-When-Where-Why-How)

Step 7
Is the story fair? Is balance called for? What about fair play and language?



Key definitions

CONTEXT
Facts that surround an event 
or elements of a news story 

and provide meaning or significance 



CONTEXT

NEW 
INFORMATION



Key definitions

TRANSPARENCY
When reporters make clear 

what they know, how they know it, 
what they don’t know

and why they don’t know it.



“Could not be reached”

“Requested anonymity because 
she feared losing her job”

“A reporter attempted to contact 
the family at home, but no one 
came to the door.” 

“The information could not be 
independently verified.” 

It’s being open about methods

TRANSPARENCY



Corrections are 
institutional transparency

TRANSPARENCY



Test inferences for soundness

INFERENCE
Taking information that is accepted as true 

and then drawing a conclusion 
that may or may not be valid

EVIDENCE
Information that proves or disproves something



And the whole point is…
Is it actionable?

Can you reach a conclusion? 

Can you take an action? 

Can you make a judgment? 

Should you share this information? 



After this lecture, you should be able to:

1. Begin to apply key lessons of News Literacy in real time to 
find or identify reliable information.

2. Use the IMVAIN test of source reliability on the fly.

3. Distinguish, on the fly, between direct and indirect 
evidence and even spot-check if conclusions are logical.

4. Begin to correctly use the terms “Transparency” and 
“Context” to judge the professionalism of news reporting.

5. Use the Deconstruction Workbook as a means to rehearse 
detailed and sophisticated judgment of news reports.

These are the capstone skills of this course, 
encompassing all 6 outcomes promised by the syllabus.





DECONSTRUCTION
IS

DECONSTRUCTION
1) Summarize the main points: Do the promo 

and lead-in support the main points?  

2) How close does the reporter come to opening
the freezer? Is the evidence direct ?

3) Evaluate the reliability of the sources
using  I-M-V-A-I-N 



DECONSTRUCTION
IS

DECONSTRUCTION
4) Does the reporter make his/her work

transparent?

5) Does the reporter place the story in context?

6)  Are the key questions answered? 

7) Is the story fair? 

WHO? WHEN?



It makes you a witness to important 
events in real time

It can be a powerful tool for verification

It makes news personal, relatable 

It creates a national/global experience

Advantages of TV news



Airtime is limited, brevity rules, so context 
is often sacrificed

Powerful personalities and emotions
distract viewers from facts

Important stories without good video
get little or no air-time

Disadvantages of TV news



Types of TV news reporting

Breaking news

Taped stories for broadcasts

Planned major events

Live reports



Broadcast network news

Aging viewership (median age of 60)

Rigid time slots

Limited time limits story selection

Big, national audience

Market bias: ratings 
influence story choice



Local stations are 
network ‘affiliates’

Focus on local news, sports, weather
Drivers: proximity, conflict, human interest
Fierce competition
Great economic pressures
Separate news operations from network
Market bias: if it bleeds, it leads



24-hour news cable networks

TALK is a cheap way 
to fill all those hours



Little-known fact: Cable attracts
a small fraction of the audience

3,300,000

22,100,000



24-hour demands define cable news

Requires hundreds of stories per day

Positive: Covers stories requiring lots of time

Positive: Always able to cover significant 
“breaking news”

Negative: Often emphasizes the 
sensational over the significant

Negative: Relies heavily on controversy and  
talk



Questions unique to TV news:

Are you being manipulated by  the 
speed of cuts or types of transitions?

Is this story suited to TV's strengths?

Is the sound added or altered?



News Entertainment

Entertainment techniques 
to hold your attention

Sound Altered images Quick 
Cuts



Look for 
the winners

Uses production techniques to add understanding

Clearly seeks out  multiple named sources in a 
controversy

Transparently conducts independent investigation

Emphasizes first-hand accounts and direct evidence

Combines social media information with live sources

Uses context to build a comprehensive report



Beware
of the “sinners”

Use language and or production techniques to 
manipulate 

Show and refer to only one point of view

Offer no eyewitness accounts or vague sourcing

Use leading questions: “Isn’t it amazing that…”

Do little or no independent reporting , fail to 
transparently describe their reporting steps



AND NOWHERE ARE IMAGES MORE 
POWERFUL THAN ON TV.
Television’s reach and immediacy make it a great way to follow 
breaking stories with strong visuals. But its dependence on images breaking stories with strong visuals. ut its dependence on images 
and the pressures of  the entertainment medium in which it exists 
cause it to avoid or handle poorly important stories that are 
complex or don’t have compelling images.



The savvy TV viewer’s
vital skill is…



To get the most from TV news
Be active, not passive: Keep your 

brain engaged. 

Supplement TV news with web, 
radio and print news.

Understand TV’s limitations and  
rely on its strengths.



After this lecture, you should be able to:

1. Begin practicing for the video portion of the Final Exam, 
evaluating reliability of video news reports in real time.

2. Use the IMVAIN test of source reliability on the fly.

3. Explain the burden TV’s need for visual materials places 
on news consumers to diversify their news diet.

4. Articulate how the differing demands of broadcast, cable 
and online TV  change the way each reports the news.

5. Explain, and notice the ethical and unethical uses of 
music and other added sounds in video news reports.

These are capstone skills of this course.
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